Answer Key

Worksheet 1
1. a car
2. a vegetable
3. an animal
4. a continent
5. a season
6. a color
7. a sport
8. an ocean
9. a language
10. a city

Worksheet 2
Foods: a banana / a carrot / an egg / an orange
Animals: a cow / a horse / a mouse / a tiger
Occupations: an actor / a doctor / a pilot / a teacher

Worksheet 3
Continents: Antarctica / Asia / Europe / North America
Countries: Egypt / Italy / Japan / Kenya
Cities: Bangkok / Chicago / Paris / Sao Paulo

Worksheet 4
1. empty
2. full
3. empty
4. crowded
5. crowded
6. empty

Worksheet 5
1. round
2. square
3. empty
4. big
5. small
6. hot
7. cold
8. expensive
9. cheap
10. hard
11. soft
12. narrow

Worksheet 6
1. in
2. in
3. on
4. next to
5. full
6. hard
7. wet
8. dry
9. alive

Worksheet 7
1. g. in the ocean
2. f. in a hospital
3. d. in an airplane
4. a. in a theater
5. b. on the highway
6. e. in a restaurant
7. c. on the desk

Worksheet 8
1. round
2. flat
3. hard
4. short
5. long
6. tall
7. tall
8. short
9. heavy
10. light
11. dry
12. wet
Worksheet 9
1. c. a continent
2. b. countries
3. d. large
4. c. long
5. d. next to
6. c. between
7. a. in the west of
8. d. in the east of
9. c. cities
10. b. in
11. a. between
12. a. north

Worksheet 10
1. on
2. behind
3. above
4. under
5. next to / next to
6. above
7. in
8. next to
9. above

Worksheet 11
1. hungry
2. thirsty
3. sleepy
4. angry
5. tired
6. happy
7. sad
8. cold
9. hot
10. nervous
Worksheet 12
1. sick / well
2. new / old
3. young / old
4. big / small
5. cold / hot

Worksheet 13
1. sour / sweet
2. cheap / expensive
3. dark / light
4. light / heavy
5. dirty / clean
6. right / wrong

Worksheet 14
Adjectives
- Italian
- interesting
- red
- beautiful
- important

Nouns used as adjectives
- kitchen
- grammar
- police

Nouns
- food
- table, dinner
- grammar, subject
- book
- rug, China
- job, department

Worksheet 15
1. slow
2. good-looking
3. in class
4. unhappy
5. crowded
6. hardworking
7. alive
8. uncomfortable
9. safe

Worksheet 16
1. h. sick
2. j. lazy
3. a. sour
4. i. above
5. f. single
6. b. difficult
7. c. south
8. d. west
9. g. full
10. e. alive

Worksheet 17
Animals: camel / turtle / elephant
Foods: banana / potato / rice
Colors: pink / gray / blue
Geography: continent / island / ocean

Worksheet 18
1. shy / lazy
2. soft / beautiful / gray and white
3. large
4. old / tired / friendly
5. tall / long / big / old
6. wide / long / noisy
7. happy / tall / funny
8. hot / cool
9. safe / expensive
10. cold / healthy / homesick / hardworking

Worksheet 19
1. shirt
2. beautiful
3. continent
4. square
5. game
6. comfortable
7. ugly
8. sugar
9. kitchen
10. suit

Worksheet 20

Across:
1. am
2. ocean
5. lemon
7. happy
9. single

Down:
1. animals
3. crowded
4. city
6. quiet
8. ugly